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How do we solve a problem?How do we solve a problem?
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How do we evolve a problem? How do we evolve a problem? 
Apply Evolutionary Algorithms with no knowledge 
about the problem!
We avoid using available knowledge!
In this talk, we will discuss how human knowledge can 
be added to evolution.
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What a priori knowledge is available?What a priori knowledge is available?
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Design specification Design specification 
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Partitioning the design taskPartitioning the design task
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ReuseReuse
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Data busesData buses
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Design optimization knowledgeDesign optimization knowledge
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PrototypingPrototyping
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Hardware/software coHardware/software co--designdesign
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Complex design by a priori knowledgeComplex design by a priori knowledge
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Evolution with Data BusesEvolution with Data Buses
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Building Blocks for Evolving a Building Blocks for Evolving a 
MultiplierMultiplier

Inputs:
4 bits buses
1 bit lines

.
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Connection Between UnitsConnection Between Units

Bus-to-Bus

Bit-to-Bus
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Evolvable ArchitectureEvolvable Architecture
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ExperimentExperiment

Evolve multiplier circuits with genetic algorithms.
Compare evolving the new architecture with gate array:
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ResultsResults
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Results: Best and Worst CircuitResults: Best and Worst Circuit
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ConclusionsConclusions

A number of traditional design aspects have been discussed. 
Experiments involving data buses in evolution of multiplier 
circuits have been reported. 
Results are better than for traditional gate level evolution. 
Further development of the architecture and the a priory 
knowledge inclusion is future work.
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